MI COLLOQUIUM

WHAT IS A GRAPHIC NOVEL?

A conversation about evaluating, purchasing, publishing, and creating graphic novels.

MARCH 9, 2022
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM EDT

Register At: https://bit.ly/MIColloquium-Graphic-Novels or Scan:

Host: Marc Aronson
Associate Professor of Professional Practice - MI program
SC&I

Speaker: Gina Gagliano
Publisher, Podcast Host, & Expert in All Things Related to Graphic Novels
@_GinaGagliano

Join SC&I Professor Marc Aronson and graphic novel expert extraordinaire Gina Gagliano in a wide-ranging conversation about this widely misunderstood genre. Marc and Gina will tackle such topics as:

- How are graphic novels made?
- Who are the artists & authors you need to know?
- What are the issues around it for librarians?
- Why are graphic novels subject to censorship?

This is guaranteed to be a lively, informative, and fascinating discussion about one of the most popular forms of reading in today’s world.

More About Gina Gagliano

Gina Gagliano is widely known and highly respected for her work with authors such as Erika Moen, Matthew Nolan, and Tillie Walden, as well as for designing comics and hosting and programming events and comics festivals. This includes the Brooklyn Book Festival, Splat! Graphic Novel Symposium, the Museum of Comic and Cartoon Art, and the Toronto Comics Art Festival. Currently, Gina helps run the Women in Comics Publishing NYC events series and co-hosts the informational graphic novel publishing podcast Graphic Novel TK.
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